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1

Introduction

The deliverable D5.7 – “Final enablers for Privacy awareness and control” is the second outcome of T5.3 –
“Privacy awareness and control”.
As per [RD.1], this task develops techniques to facilitate the adoption of privacy control policies in
decentralized environments, focusing on programmatic ways to enable users to directly control the access
policies of the data that she/he owns. The proposed approach is defined to be adopted in a wide number of
IoT solutions and provides the ability for the data owner to change the existing (or pre-set) configurations at
any time.
Deliverable D5.7 describes the process which brought to the definition of the Privacy Control System
components of the BRAIN-IoT Platform. It also reports the design choices and the development details of
such component.
As specified in D2.7 - Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications, the BRAIN-IoT functional architecture is
defined as represented in Figure 1. A red rectangle highlights the functional component which is subject of
the current document.

Figure 1 - BRAIN-IoT Functional Architecture

The Privacy Control System is a framework which enables data owners to directly set, modify and check data
privacy policies in a decentralized IoT platform, implementing a loosely-coupled service-oriented
architecture.
In other words, the Privacy Control System allows the users of IoT systems to directly control the privacy
policies associated to their personal data sourced by personal IoT devices. It leverages on an architecture
based on Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) to enforce the privacy settings and the actual accessibility to the
data by the available data consumer services. The Privacy Control System makes use of the “sticky policy”
concept which consists in attaching authorization policies to the data itself, instead to let them be managed
by the services which consumes the data.
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In fact, in traditional access control approaches the data access permissions, encryption keys and credentials
are shared between the owner of data and the service provider. In this case, the data owners have to trust the
data consumer with which they share policies and credentials. The approach proposed by the Privacy Control
System changes the paradigm sticking the data owner policies directly to the data, with a Policy Decision
Point (PDP) responsible for contacting a trust authority and decide whether to give the data consumer access
to the data. The implemented mechanisms allow a control over the data life cycle to guarantee the privacy
and the application of specific regulations on personal information’s disclosure, usage, and access. Sticky
policies represent one approach to improve owners’ control over their data. In such an approach, machinereadable policies are attached to data. They are called ’sticky’ in that they travel together with data.
An accounting system based on a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) registers all the privacy settings and
modifications to the data policies made by the data owners, as well as the decisions taken by the PDP to
allow the access of the services to the data. This allows data owners and the data consumers to demonstrate
whether a data access have been authorized or not, in case of litigation.
The Privacy Control System aims to be a specific enabler for implementing the right to rectification specified
by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulation to allow the data owner to decide, and later
change her/his mind, how her/his data must be used. The proposed system would increase the user
acceptance for the adoption of pervasive technologies in their lives, where GDPR- compliant Smart Cities
platforms and applications are adopted.
1.1

Activity rescoping

After M18 review meeting, the commission shared few perplexities against the planned activities w.r.t. the
privacy scope.
The original plan presented at the M18 review meeting was to develop a tool for supporting the developer of
IoT systems to evaluate the costs of different possible defence strategies measures against security and
privacy vulnerabilities identified after Task 5.1’s risk assessment. To achieve this objective, the BRIAN-IoT
Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool, developed by UGA as part of the Risk Assessment and
Countermeasures Methodology defined in Task 5.1, was planned to be enhanced to support Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA) precepts (see D5.3). However, the PIA analysis did not let emerge any privacy issue in any of
the use-cases identified for the two scenarios (i.e., service robotics and critical infrastructures) of the project.
Deliverable D2.6 let emerge the needs and interests of the use-cases owners (i.e., Robotnik and EMALCSA)
were more oriented to aspects related to the security of the communication links between the management
system (edge or cloud) and the devices (e.g., meters) from where the data sources are originated, as well as
aspects related to the robustness of the system, and identification of and recovery from failures. Also, the
identified use-cases did not make use of any sensitive personal data. For these reasons, basically no relevant
requirements could not be identified to support the Task 5.3 activities.
The second iteration of the requirements elicitation performed in Task 2.1, has been fed by the outcomes
from two new working groups:
• 1st External Stakeholders Group (ESG) meetings (see D2.3 and D2.8)
• Liaison with H2020 LSP MONICA Project (see D2.6 and Section 2)
The discussions made in the context of the ESG meetings and the liaison with MONICA project helped to
identify new requirements in terms of data privacy protection. The list of the requirements is listed in D2.7
and Section 3 of this document, for the convenience of the reader. Such requirements driven the
development of the Privacy Control System.
1.2

Scope

This document follows D5.3 - Initial enablers for Privacy awareness and control. While D5.3 described the
methodology used to identify the data privacy issues for specific IoT application scenarios, D5.7 is about the
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approach implemented for enforcing the privacy policies decided by data owners to protect their data from
data consumer services which are not compliant with. The proposed approach is defined as general purpose
in order to be adopted in many different IoT Platforms implementations adopting a Service-oriented
Architecture (SoA). More specifically, the deliverable describes how the Privacy Control System is integrated
into the BRAIN-IoT Platform architecture.
Section 2 describes the reference scenario used for defining requirements, which have driven the
implementation of the Privacy Control System. Section 3 summarizes such requirements. Section 4 introduces
the vision and concepts behind the design choices, and Section 5 is about the architecture and
implementation details. Section 6 presents the implementation of the proposed Use Csae. Finally, Section 7
concludes the deliverable.
1.3

Feedbacks from the M18 Review related to Task 5.3

Feedback: This document stays at the level of the methodology. It should be followed by the addition of privacy
management within BRAIN-IoT, but the requirements are not expressed.
Answer: This deliverable describes the privacy solution designed and developed by the partners after the
activity rescoping. The deliverable also contains the list of related requirements collected along with the ESG
experts and thanks to the liaison with the MONICA project and that have led to the current design of the
solution.
Feedback: The deliverable reports on “the Initial enablers for Privacy awareness and control”. By declaration in
the deliverable description, the deliverable should include also a prototype.
Answer: This deliverable describes the prototype developed of the Privacy Control System and also how it
has been used in one concrete use case with high privacy risks identified thanks to the collaboration with the
MONCA project.
Feedback: Tables 2, 3 and … present evaluation criteria: are these to be used in the project? If yes, then how?
The deliverable refers to threats from D5.1, but it seems that the deliverable produces a new set of threats over
what was defined in D5.1. Please clarify the numbering and relations between the deliverables. Please provide
not only likelihood and severity, but also propose a mitigation plan or develop new requirements for the system
to deal with the risks identified. Technical: table in Section 1.2 seems incomplete.
Answer: This deliverable complements the work described in deliverable D5.5, indeed D5.5 is focused on
security aspects and follows the methodology described in that deliverable to assess security risks, instead
this deliverable is focused on privacy aspects and follows the Privacy Impact Assessment methodology (as
described in Section 3.1) to assess the privacy related risks. Combined these two approaches allow to have a
complete assessment of the risks related to security and privacy. The results of the Privacy Impact
Assessment have led to the identification of the countermeasures to take, i.e., the design of the Privacy
Control System following the innovative paradigm of sticky policies and privacy-as-a-service, which allow to
address the risks identified.
1.4

Related documents

ID

Title

Reference

Version

Date

[RD.1]

Grant Agreement n°780 089 – BRAIN-IoT

DoA

AMD780089-83

01/07/2020

[RD.2]

D2.3 - Initial Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT
behaviour

D2.3

1.0
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[RD.3]

D2.7 - Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications

D2.7

1.0

30/09/2020

[RD.4]

D2.8 - Second Landscape and ESG workshop report

D2.8

1.0

20/03/2021

[RD.5]

D5.3 - Initial enablers for Privacy awareness and
control

D5.3

1.0

31/03/2019

[RD.6]

D5.5 - Final Threat modelling and Security assessment
of target scenarios, solutions

D5.5

1.0

30/04/2020
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2

Reference Scenario and Use-Case

For the definition of the usage scenario, the BRAIN-IoT Consortium exploited a liaison established with the
H2020 LSP MONICA Project, and more specifically with the Coordinator Markus Eisenhauer and the Technical
Coordinator Francesco Sottile.
Because of the lack of requirements from the Service Robotics and Critical Infrastructure use-cases, which did
not handle any personal data, the BRAIN-IoT Consortium took advantage of the liaison established with
MONICA project to better shape the necessity in terms of privacy protection in order to enhance the BRAINIoT Platform solution with a system capable to provide the data owners to establish and modify at any time
the privacy policies in the context of Smart Cities IoT applications.
2.1

The MONICA Project

MONICA project aims to provide a very large-scale demonstration of multiple existing and novel IoT
technologies for Smarter Living. Pilot sites in six major cities in Europe will demonstrate how the use of IoT
technologies can help solving security in public events and public spaces, covering music events, festivals,
sport events, city happenings, but also aiming to replicate solutions for any kind of crowdy space. More
specifically, MONICA demonstrated large-scale IoT ecosystem based on open standards integrated into an
interoperable, cloud-based platform capable of offering a multitude of simultaneous applications. MONICA
enables the integration of large amounts of heterogeneous, interoperable IoT enabled devices ranging from
wearables, fixed or mobile, airborne sensors and actuators to drones, cameras and sound systems.
MONICA project is a good provider of use cases where privacy risks are very high and privacy control
strategies must be properly handled in order to improve the user acceptance of IoT services deployed by
smart cities for enhancing the quality and the safety of the living experience within a urban context.
Guarantee the protection of personal information according to the European regulations is fundamental.
More specifically, BRAIN-IoT and MONICA focused their collaboration on the IoT services meant for security
and safety within public areas.
2.2

Use case

The organization of public events with large crowd gatherings would get advantages adopting good and
technologically advanced solutions for monitoring the crowd and preventing from incidents and
emergencies. Monitoring of attendees could also be beneficial for analysing their behaviours, tastes and
preferences to offer them a personalized experience, discounts, news of interest. These dedicated offerings
require the usage of personal data that the citizens/customers could not love to share. MONICA project
provides a cloud-based IoT platform supporting a series of applications that can be used to monitor, record
and analyse the environment and consequently predict or identify situations which need attention but, at the
same time, this same information could be beneficial to build up ad-hoc services for providing people a
better user-experience.
During an event like an international fair, a multitude of participants flows into the spaces dedicated to the
showcases. The security personnel would like to monitor the situation using a web-based interface, which
provides an operational picture of the environment in real-time, visualizing the position of the attendees at
any time. Furthermore, other IoT services are deployed to collect and elaborate the same positioning data
(e.g. detecting which of the stands a participant decide to stop by) in order infer the specific interests of the
people and make, in real-time, dedicated offerings, discounts prizes, games, to make their experience of the
fair more enjoyable.
In such a scenario, some of the participants would be happy to share their data for a better experience but
some other would not like to give their own personal data around and disclose them to shops and external
services which are not related to the security of the event.
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Use Case ID

MONICA-1.01

Use Case Name

Enforcement of personal data access control policies.

Version

1.0

Author

Davide Conzon

Involved Actors

Safety Control Room Staff, Event audience,

Preconditions

During an international fair, the organization provides the audience with wearable
devices to monitor their position within the exposition area.
The organizers deployed a BRAIN-IoT platform integrating the MONICA services for
crowd monitoring for ensuring safety, and position identification for collecting
information about personal interests.
The BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes for the wearable devices are deployed to collect
positioning data.

Trigger

To be compliant with EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the
organizers of the fair set up a system for informing the audience about how their
info will be collected while attending the event. At the time of the ticket purchasing
(on the web), the fair participant access to a Privacy Dashboard to set the policies
related to how the personal data sourced by the wearable device assigned to
her/him must be used.

Brief Description

During the fair, the safety control room staff monitors a screen where a map of
the exposition area is shown along with the position of the audience. The staff
uses such information to identify critical situation such a multitude of people
occupying a zone where the safety can be guaranteed only when the number of
people is below a certain threshold. Also, in case of lost children, the position of
the kids can be identified whenever the parents claim for it.
The expositors signed an agreement with the fair organizers to get information
about the attendees concerning their preferences and specific interests with the
purpose of making dedicated offerings, discounts prizes, games in real-time, to
make their experience of the fair more enjoyable.
According to the privacy policies defined by the audience at the time of ticketing,
the Privacy Control System guarantees the enforcement of such policies during
the permanence of the people at the fair. However, during the fair the
participants can decide to change their mind and allow/disallow the treatment of
their personal information. To do so, they can access the Policy Dashboard at any
time and change the data protection policies.

Post-conditions

Whenever the attendees will deny their consent for sharing the data with
expositors, the relevant service will stop collecting their data.

BRAIN-IoT support to The BRAIN-IoT Platform provides a Privacy Control System which enables the
the use case
enforcement of the privacy policies defined by the fair attendees.
Main relevant BRAIN- To establish a privacy awareness and control system for SoA-based IoT systems, to
IoT key features
be compliant with the right to rectification specified by the GDPR regulation.
Relevant
objectives
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This use-case has been reported in this section for the convenience of the reader, but more details can be
found in deliverable D2.6.
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3

Privacy Impact Assessment and Requirements

Once defined the use-case, a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) has been carried on verifying the privacy
implications for the implementation of the use-case itself. The PIA followed an iterative process of refinement
and finally brought to the identification of the requirements against which to implement the functionalities of
the Privacy Control System.
3.1

Privacy Impact Assessment

Annex A, at the end of this document, reports the PIA for the Enforcement of Personal Data Access Control
Policies use-case. The PIA is based on the methodology identified in deliverable D5.3 and makes use of the
template by ICO1. The methodology follows the process set out in our PIA guidance and should be read
alongside that guidance and the Criteria for an acceptable PIA2 set out in European guidelines on DPIAs.
The PIA methodology has been initially carried out at the start of the Enforcement of personal data access
control policies use-case and refined iteratively whenever significant changes to the plan needed further
analysis. The final outcomes have been integrated back into the BRAIN-IoT project plan, for the
implementation of the Privacy Control System component.
The Risk assessment and the Countermeasures identified complement the assessment activities reported into
deliverable D5.5, which is more focused to cybersecurity threats, while the PIA is focused on privacy risks
specifically.
3.2

Requirements

The risk assessment done in the context of the PIA led to the identification of few countermeasure, which at
the end have been translated in requirements that haven fed back into the deliverable D2.7 backlog.
According to D2.7, the list of requirements defined for the Privacy Control System are ones listed in Table 1.
Table 1 - Privacy Control System Requirements

REQ ID

Requirements Description

Relevant Product

Requirement
Dependencies

REQ-SPFF18

Privacy Control System shall enable policydriven data access control in a decentralized
loosely-couple service-oriented environment.

Privacy Control System

REQ- BPL-F07,
REQ- BPL-N05

REQ-SPFF19

Privacy Control System shall allow the data
owners to change their data access control
policies at runtime.

Privacy Control System

REQ- BPL-F07,
REQ- BPL-N05,
REQ-SPF-F18

Privacy Control System

REQ- BPL-F07,
REQ- BPL-N05,
REQ-SPF-F18

REQ-SPFN11

Privacy Control System shall implement a
privacy-as-a-service approach.

REQ-SPFN12

BRAIN-IoT Platform shall stick access policies to
the data so that to follow data during its lifecycle.

Privacy Control System

REQ- BPL-F07,
REQ- BPL-N05,
REQ-SPF-F18

REQ-SPFN13

A general-purpose privacy policy model is
defined to support the description of rules to

Privacy Control System

REQ- BPL-F07,
REQ- BPL-N05,

Ico. Information Commissioner’s Office – DPIA Template: https://ico.org.uk/media/fororganisations/documents/2553993/dpia-template.docx
2
Criteria for an acceptable DPIA - http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/document.cfm?doc_id=47711
1
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access data.

REQ-SPF-F18

The analysis of the requirements has driven to the identification of the main design choices and architectural
sub-components, which can be summarized as follows:
•

Adoption of a “sticky policies” paradigm

•

Implementation of a Policy Enforcement Proxy

•

Implementation of a Privacy Dashboard for the settings of the Privacy Policies.

Details about the vision and architecture of the component is reported in the following sections.
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4

Vision and Concepts

The privacy of the data transmitted across the BRAIN-IoT Communication and Management Layer to enable
services for improving the experience of life in industrial or smart cities contexts, represents a key concern for
citizens and individuals. Privacy has recently become a major concern in the public debate because of the
news about hacking of personal data. The awareness of the relevance of such issues raises day after day and
the data owners (e.g., citizens and institutions) become more and more concerned on how their data is
communicated, transmitted and managed. The rights of data owners are also taken care by public authorities
through the establishment of new legal frameworks considering the data privacy and protection.
Communication frameworks need technological infrastructures to provide appropriate control over the flow
of the information. A well-defined system for controlling the compliance of user-defined privacy policies
would help institutions and organizations to improve the trust of the individuals towards their offered IoT
services. In general, users have a poor understanding of how privacy regulations and technologies work (e.g.,
data access authorization, sharing with third parties, storage authorization, authorization for open data
publication, etc.).
The main challenges for the implementation of such infrastructures include:
• Giving data owners the power to control their information
• Giving data owners the right of rectification
• Establishing measures for enforcing privacy policies also when data is going to be exploited by
different service providers and administrations.
It is within such context that the BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System aims to be positioned, providing
technological means to accomplish with these challenges.
4.1

Sticky policies paradigm

Sticky policies paradigm34 aims describes an approach to provide data owners fine-grained control over their
data disclosure and access policies. This approach allows to send privacy policies along with the data
messages and follow them along their whole life-cycle (i.e., from the data source to the data consumer
services). A trust authority is required to check the compliancy of a given data consumer service with the
policies and allow the system to decide whether or not to give access to the requested data.
Sticky policies are a suitable way for handling with privacy issues in distributed solution with a SoA-like
architectures, like the IoT platforms are.

S. Pearson and M. C. Mont, “Sticky policies: An approach for managing privacy across multiple parties,”
Computer, vol. 44, no. 9, pp. 60–68, 2011.
4
G. Karjoth, M. Schunter, and M. Waidner, “Privacy-enabled services for enterprises,” in Database and Expert
Systems Applications, 2002. Proceedings. 13th International Workshop on. IEEE, 2002, pp. 483–487.
3
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Figure 2 - BRAIN-IoT approach for data privacy protection based on "Sticky Policies"

BRAIN-IoT Platform implements a mechanism based on sticky policies paradigm to establish how data must
be treated, directly attaching such rules to the corresponding data. Sticky policies are able to regulate how
data can be accessed and used throughout their entire life cycle, allowing access control decisions and policy
enforcement to be carried out in a distributed way. Such an approach has been introduced for enforcing data
protection
Specifically, sticky policies regulate the use of the associated data, and can define the following aspects:
- The data owner;
- The data content;
- The use to be made of the data (e.g., for commercial purposes, safety reasons, open data);
- Specific obligations and restrictions for the data consumers.
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5

Privacy Control System Architecture

The BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System is composed by 3 main components (see Figure 3):
- BRAIN-IoT Privacy Enforcement Point (BRAIN-IoT PEP) - main component used for deciding and
enforcing whether a data consumer service is authorized to access the data in transit. It has also the
role of Resource Manager.
- Authorization Server – stores the privacy policy in the form of attributes belonging to the data
owner. It is queried by the BRAIN-IoT PEP to have access to the privacy policies for the data sourced
by a given device belonging to a user.
- Privacy Dashboard – a web-based user interface which serves as interface for the data owners to set
the policies associated to their own data. It also serves as an interface for the service providers to set
the data access requirements needed to provide the service. The policies defined by Data Owners
and Data Consumers through the Privacy Dashboard are stored to the Authorization Server through
the BRAIN-IoT PEP.
- Accounting System – stores all the policy settings as well as policy enforcement decisions taken from
the BRAIN-IoT PEP leveraging on Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT). This component is
exploited whenever a litigation on possible misusing of the Data happens.

Figure 3 - Privacy Control System Architecture

In Figure 4 is represented the sequence diagram with the procedure for setting up the policies by the Data
Owner. A similar procedure is established when the Data Consumer service provider register it service within
the system, describing what kind of data access authorization it needs for providing the service.
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Figure 4 - Procedure to set up the policies

5.1

Sticky policy message generation

The generation of the Sticky Policy Message happens during the preparation of the data sourced by the Data
Source before to inject it into the communication framework for delivering the data to the services which will
make use of them.
Data sources like IoT Devices or an external IoT Platforms/Systems are the elements which generate the data
(e.g., a wearable device). The Edge IoT Platform for IoT/CPS Interoperability (a.k.a. Edge Nodes), provided by
the BRAIN-IoT Platform, are in charge of implementing the interoperability layer to interact with the data
source. The Edge Node interacts with the BRAIN-IoT PEP through the BRAIN-IoT PEP wrapper, which is an
OSGi-based interface for the whole Privacy Control System, and the BRAIN-IoT PEP takes care of the
attachment of the Data Owner’s policies to the data before sending it out.
The BRAIN-IoT PEP is in charge of performing different functional tasks, which are represented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Sticky Policy message generation

1.

BRAIN-IoT PEP Wrapper is called by the Edge Node before issuing the Data on the BRAIN-IoT
Communication infrastructure, implemented as a distributed Event Bus (which is part of the BRAINIoT Fabric). The BRAIN-IoT PEP asks for the policy set by a data owner for a given data source
(represented by its identifier dsID).
2. The Sticky Policy Service of the BRAIN-IoT PEP forwards the request to a Policy Administration Point
(PAP), responsible for the management of the policy and other relevant information gathering.
3. The PAP skims through the Data Source Registry, which stores a map between the Data Owners and
the owned Data Sources. Such information is stored in the registry every time that a Data Owner
registers a new device and inserts the policy related to the data sourced by it. The registry returns the
identifier of the Data Owner who owns the specified Data Source.
4. In order to gather the privacy policies, the PAP requests all the attributes associated to the given
Data Owner to an Authorization Server. In fact, the policies concept is mapped to the attributes of a
user (representing the Data Owner), and they are accessible using the Oauth2.0 communication
protocol.
5. The Authorization Server returns the attributes back to the PAP.
6. In order to improve following similar requests, the PAP caches this information internally for a certain
amount of time or until a new policy is set by the Data Owner.
7. The PAP returns the policy structured in a JSON format to the Sticky Policy Service.
8. The Sticky Policy Service signs the policies adopting an approach based on JSON Web Token (JWT)
9. The signed JWT containing the policies is returned back to the Wrapper, which 10. creates the Sticky
Policy Message adding the Policy field to the Data field.
11. The Message is signed by the Fabric and 12. published by the Edge Node to the BRAIN-IoT Fabric’s
Event Bus.
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5.2

Policy enforcement

Once the Message has been issued, the Event Bus acts as a broker toward all the available services which
subscribed to the type of data in transit on the bus.

Figure 6 - Policy enforcement

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Once the Sticky Policy Message is handled by the Event Bus, it leverages again on the BRAIN-IoT PEP
Wrapper OSGi Service.
The BRAIN-IoT PEP Wrapper asks for the authorization to deliver the data to a list of data consumer
services subscribed onto the Event Bus. Along with the identifiers of the data consumer services, it
provides also the policies associated to the data, stripped from the Sticky Policy Message.
The Sticky Policy Service receives the request and asks for the policies required by the data
consumers to provide the services.
The PAP queries the Authorization server requesting the scopes associated to the BRAIN-IoT PEP
resource server. The scopes are mapped to the policies requested by the services, which are stored at
the moment when the Data Provider registers his service to the platform.
The Authorization Server returns back the scopes to the PAP.
The PAP returns the policies back to the Sticky Policies Service packed as a JSON.
At this point, the Sticky Policy Service makes a request for the Policy Decision Point (PDP) to validate
a possible match between the Policy related to the Data Source and the once related to the Data
Consumer.
The PDP checks whether the policies defined by the Data Owner are respected by the Services, which
made request to access his/her data and returns the results back to the Sticky Policy Service.
The Sticky Policy Service returns to the Wrapper a list with a confirmation or not to access the data
by a given service in the list.
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Such information is used by the Event Bus to enforce the decision delivering or not the message to the
requiring service. The remote Event Buses are treated in the same way as the services, so a segmentation
of the BRAIN-IoT Fabric is also possible to reduce the scope of the system or to create multiple federated
or isolated BRAIN-IoT Fabrics.
Despite the several functionalities of the BRAIN-IoT PEP, it is developed as a unique component and the
overall sequence diagram of the entire life cycle of the data within the BRAIN-IoT Platform is represented in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Privacy management during the overall Data Life-Cycle in BRAIN-IoT Platform

The source code of the Privacy Control System has been released as open source on the Eclipse Research Lab
repository and it is available at the following URL: https://github.com/eclipse-researchlabs/brain-iot-privacycontrol-system.
To increase the performance factors, the development of the software component exploits the latest
frameworks and languages available. In fact, the BRAIN-IoT PEP Infrastructure components is built with
Python 3.8, FastAPI5 framework and the latest concurrent code methodologies to provide optimal solutions
for large-scale scenarios. The scalability factor can be further increased by adjusting the nginx load balancer
settings and consequently leading to a parallelized and improved forwarding process of the requests,
exploiting different machines behind it, usually referred as horizontal scalability. The Privacy Control System

5

FastAPI - https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/
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design and the development strategy allow to safely spread the BRAIN-IoT PEP on different dedicated
machines.
The BRAIN-IoT PEP has been developed as an external service exposing a set of REST services implementing
the functions represented in the sequence diagrams above. The full documentation describing the REST API
of BRAIN-IoT PEP is available in D5.9
The Authorization Server implementation can be any existing one which supports the Oauth2.0 protocol. In
order to release the Privacy Control System as an open-source component, increasing the number of security
features provided by the open-source stack of the BRAIN-IoT Platform, it has been decided to adopt
Keycloak6 identity and access management server. The ACE Server developed by Airbus in the scope of the
project is fully compatible as well and can be used instead of Keycloak.
The Accounting System is meant for logging in a persistent, secure and further encrypted way all the settings,
modifications and matches with data consumer services of the policies defined by the data owners for their
own data. The Sccounting System is based on the IOTA network, a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
solution focused on providing lightweight distributed mechanisms to verify data integrity of the stored
information.
Finally, to reduce as much as possible the severe threats introduced by the zero-day software vulnerabilities,
the open security concept has been selected. This philosophy, by openly defining the built privacy control
mechanism and by releasing the developed codes to be accessible to anyone, lead to a faster recognition
and consequently to a faster appliance of patches to mitigate these unforeseen vulnerability and risks.

6

Keycloak Server - https://www.keycloak.org/
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6

Implementation of the proposed Use-Case for Privacy Control

The Privacy Control System has been tested and validated in a dedicated demonstration site implementing
the use-case described in Section 2.2.
The architecture of demonstrator is represented in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - MONICA-related use-case demonstration

The data source involved in this demonstrator is a wearable device based on Ultra-Wide Band (UWB)
technology which is used for precise indoor localization.
In this proof-of-concept, all the participants to the fair are equipped with this wearable that they will have to
take along with them for the whole duration of their visit.
The localization data sourced by the wearables are required by two different services:
- The Crowd Monitoring Service – visualizes a map of the exhibition area with the real time position of
all the attendees. It is used by the safety staff to monitor critical situation where, for instance, an
over-threshold multitude of people occupy an area which is not sized for hosting too many people.
- The Marketing Service – visualizes and stores the information about which exhibitor has been visited
by the attendees. It is used by exhibitors to profile people and to make commercial offerings tailored
on the customers.
The two services are integrated within the BRAIN-IoT Eco-System through two adapters which represent the
counterparts of the so-called Edge Nodes for the external IoT Services/Platforms which would like to exploit
IoT Data handled by BRAIN-IoT Platform.
The Privacy Control System has the role of filtering the delivery of Data toward the requiring Services based
on the matching check between Data-related policies and Service-related required policies.
Only the matching services will be fed with the required data.
This demonstration complements the ones described in D6.6, which focuses on the two main scenarios of the
project (i.e., service robotics and critical infrastructures), and was developed specifically for testing the
feasibility of a sticky policy approach applied specifically into an IoT context.
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7

Conclusions

This deliverable “D5.7 – Final enablers for Privacy awareness and control” contains:
-

A description of the reference scenario used eliciting requirements for shaping the design and
development of the Privacy Control System. Motivations and vision have been provided, locating the
proposed privacy control solution in the category of sticky policies mechanism.

-

Architecture, sequence diagrams and design choices have been addressed in the second part of the
document, focusing on few scalability aspects.

The provided system is based on innovative, but already popular paradigms in the field of privacy protection
in distributed environments, i.e., privacy-as-a-Service and sticky policies. Thanks to the use of these
paradigms, the proposed solution can satisfy all the requirements identified for such type of solution, which
have been collected thanks to the liaison with the LSP MONICA project. Furthermore, such liaison has also
allowed to test and validate the proposed solution in a use case with high privacy risks.
During the design of the solution, a particular attention has been dedicated to implement the Privacy Control
System in a way that doesn’t affect as much as possible the performance of the system and the quality of the
available services, which exploits the data. To achieve this objective, the BRAIN-IoT PEP keeps a temporary
session with a cache of the policies so that to avoid continuous queries to the Authorization Server.
Moreover, the matching functionality between data owners’ policies and services features is implemented
with a comparation of two arrays retrieved from the cached maps. The delay introduced by the sticky policy
check is below few milliseconds.
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Appendix A
Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) for Enforcement of personal data access control policies use-case

7.1

Submitting controller details

Name of controller
Subject/title of DPO
Name of controller contact /DPO
(delete as appropriate)
7.2

Francesco Sottile (Technical Coordinator of
MONICA project)
Enforcement of personal data access control
policies.
Enrico Ferrera (BRAIN-IoT project Coordinator)

Step 1: Identify the need for a DPIA

Explain broadly what project aims to achieve and what type of processing it involves.
You may find it helpful to refer or link to other documents, such as a project proposal.
Summarise why you identified the need for a DPIA.
The organization of public events with large crowd gatherings would get advantages adopting
good and technologically advanced solutions for monitoring the crowd and preventing from
incidents and emergencies. Monitoring of attendees could also be beneficial for analysing their
behaviours, tastes and preferences to offer them a personalized experience, discounts, news of
interest. These dedicated offerings require the usage of personal data that the
citizens/customers could not love to share. MONICA project provides a cloud-based IoT
platform supporting a series of applications that can be used to monitor, record and analyse
the environment and consequently predict or identify situations which need attention but, at
the same time, this same information could be beneficial to build up ad-hoc services for
providing people a better user-experience.
During an event like an international fair, a multitude of participants flows into the spaces
dedicated to the showcases. The security personnel would like to monitor the situation using a
web-based interface, which provides an operational picture of the environment in real-time,
visualizing the position of the attendees at any time. Furthermore, other IoT services are
deployed to collect and elaborate the same positioning data (e.g. detecting which of the stands
a participant decide to stop by) in order infer the specific interests of the people and make, in
real-time, dedicated offerings, discounts prizes, games, to make their experience of the fair
more enjoyable.
In such a scenario, some of the participants would be happy to share their data for a better
experience but some other would not like to give their own personal data around and disclose
them to shops and external services which are not related to the security of the event.
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7.3

Step 2: Describe the processing

Describe the nature of the processing: how will you collect, use, store and delete
data? What is the source of the data? Will you be sharing data with anyone? You
might find it useful to refer to a flow diagram or other way of describing data flows.
What types of processing identified as likely high risk are involved?
Localization information are collected through personal wearable devices, leveraging Ultra
Wideband (UWB) technology.
Data are collected through an adapter called Edge Node, and delivered to services via a
distributed Event Bus.
Localization data will be used for:
-

monitoring the position of the attendees (data will not be stored)
make dedicated offerings according to the analysis of the visits of the participants to
the stands (data will be stored)

Data can be deleted by calling a specific REST command provided by the deployed services.
A sequence diagram of the flow of data is reported in D5.7.
No high-risk processing has been identified. Processing of personal data will just be related to
commercial or ludic purposes.

Describe the scope of the processing: what is the nature of the data, and does it
include special category or criminal offence data? How much data will you be
collecting and using? How often? How long will you keep it? How many individuals are
affected? What geographical area does it cover?
The nature of the collected data is about the positioning of the participants, identifying whether
they got inside one stand or another.
Special categories such as children will be specified.
The data will be collected via Edge Node for UWB wearables and stored into the service
database. Data will be stored until the end of the fair, afterward they will be deleted.
Only the participants who will accept the conditions will be monitored, collecting their position
every 10 minutes.
The area of the monitoring will be limited to the exhibition area.
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Describe the context of the processing: what is the nature of your relationship
with the individuals? How much control will they have? Would they expect you to use
their data in this way? Do they include children or other vulnerable groups? Are there
prior concerns over this type of processing or security flaws? Is it novel in any way?
What is the current state of technology in this area? Are there any current issues of
public concern that you should factor in? Are you signed up to any approved code of
conduct or certification scheme (once any have been approved)?
The relationship with the individuals is just about their participation to the fair.
The individuals will have the control of their own privacy policies at any time during the
exhibition.
Children will be monitored for allowing their position in case they get lost from parents.

Describe the purposes of the processing: what do you want to achieve? What is
the intended effect on individuals? What are the benefits of the processing – for you,
and more broadly?
The security personnel would like to monitor the situation using a web-based interface, which
provides an operational picture of the environment in real-time, visualizing the position of the
attendees at any time. Furthermore, other IoT services are deployed to collect and elaborate
the same positioning data (e.g. detecting which of the stands a participant decide to stop by)
in order infer the specific interests of the people and make, in real-time, dedicated offerings,
discounts prizes, games, to make their experience of the fair more enjoyable.

7.4

Step 3: Consultation process

Consider how to consult with relevant stakeholders: describe when and how you
will seek individuals’ views – or justify why it’s not appropriate to do so. Who else do
you need to involve within your organisation? Do you need to ask your processors to
assist? Do you plan to consult information security experts, or any other experts?
At the time of the ticket purchasing (on the web), the fair participant access to a Privacy Dashboard to
set the policies related to how the personal data sourced by the wearable device assigned to her/him
must be used.
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7.5

Step 4: Assess necessity and proportionality

Describe compliance and proportionality measures, in particular: what is your
lawful basis for processing? Does the processing actually achieve your purpose? Is
there another way to achieve the same outcome? How will you prevent function
creep? How will you ensure data quality and data minimisation? What information will
you give individuals? How will you help to support their rights? What measures do you
take to ensure processors comply? How do you safeguard any international transfers?
To be compliant with EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the organizers of the fair set up
a system for informing the audience about how their info will be collected while attending the event.
According to the privacy policies defined by the audience at the time of ticketing, the Privacy Control
System guarantees the enforcement of such policies during the permanence of the people at the fair.
However, during the fair the participants can decide to change their mind and allow/disallow the
treatment of their personal information. To do so, they can access the Policy Dashboard at any time
and change the data protection policies.
7.6

Step 5: Identify and assess risks

Describe source of risk and nature of
potential impact on individuals. Include
associated compliance and corporate risks as
necessary.

Likelihood
of harm

Severity
of harm

Overall
risk

(Remote,
possible or
probable)

(Minimal,
significant
or severe)

(Low,
medium
or high)

R1: Participants are not well informed of how their data will
be used during the fair.

Possible

Severe

Medium

R2: Participants do not have the right to rectification
specified by the GDPR regulation.

Probable

Significant

High

R3: Policies are not actually considered by data consumer
service providers.

Remote

Severe

Medium

R4: The conditions for the personal data treatment provided
by the data consumer services are confusing or not clear
enough.

Remote

Significant

Low
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7.7

Step 6: Identify measures to reduce risk

Identify additional measures you could take to reduce or eliminate risks
identified as medium or high risk in step 5
Risk

Options to reduce or
eliminate risk

R1

Participants are informed about the
personal data treatment during the
ticketing phase.
The Privacy Control System
implements a Policy Enforcement
Point to allow the enforcement of the
policies set by the data owner
whenever they will change them.

R2

The privacy policies should travel
along with the data, in order to allow
the access only if the attached policy
allows it.

R3

A predefined set of “universal” data
privacy policies are defined to simplify
the understanding of the data owners.

R4

7.8

Effect on
risk

Residual
risk

Measure
approved

(Eliminated

(Low
medium
high)

(Yes/No)

Reduced
Accepted)

Eliminated

Low

Yes

Eliminated

Low

Yes

Eliminated

Low

Yes

Reduced

Low

Yes

Step 7: Sign off and record outcomes

Item

Name/position/date

Notes

Measures approved by:

Francesco Sottile (MONICA
Project)

Integrate actions back into
project plan, with date and
responsibility for completion
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Residual risks approved
by:

Francesco Sottile (MONICA
Project)

If accepting any residual high
risk, consult the ICO before
going ahead

DPO advice provided:

Enrico Ferrera (BRAIN-IoT
Project)

DPO should advise on
compliance, step 6 measures
and whether processing can
proceed

Summary of DPO advice:
The analysis of the use-case and the aims brought to the definition of 4 new requirements against the
BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System, and have driven the BRAIN-IoT Consortium to the identification of
the “Sticky Policies” paradigm as a viable approach to guarantee the enforcement of privacy policies
within a SoA-based environment like the one developed by MONICA project (and BRAIN-IoT project
as well).
DPO advice accepted or
overruled by:

Francesco Sottile (MONICA
Project)

If overruled, you must explain
your reasons

Comments:
Requirements and advices have been accepted by the MONICA Technical Coordinator. The solution
proposed may improve the user acceptance of the MONICA IoT Platform.
Consultation responses
reviewed by:

ESG Members and MONICA
Consortium

If your decision departs from
individuals’ views, you must
explain your reasons

Comments:
The elements collected in a brainstorming meeting with members of the MONICA Research project
have also been discussed in the context of the ESG meeting, leading to the definition of the final
requirements for the BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System.
This DPIA will kept
under review by:
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

DLT

Distributed Ledger Technology

ESG

External Stakeholders Group

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

H2020

Horizon 2020

PAP

Policy Administration Point

PDP

Policy Decision Point

PEP

Policy Enforcement Point

PIA

Privacy Impact Assessment

SoA

Service-oriented Architecture

UWB

Ultra Wide Band
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